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Automation through adaptive and learning systems – be they driven by heuristics or machine learning and artificial intelligence methods 

– is a firm requirement if the visions of personalized digital health and precision medicine are to be addressed at scale. Manual adjustments 

based on individual abilities, interests, and needs are not possible at a fine-grained many-dimensional, and high-frequency level in a life-

accompanying manner. Humans tend to anthropomorphologize interactive systems; especially those that display or indicate autonomy 

and agency. This begs the question, whether a possibly shifting sense of perceived agency that will likely be exacerbated with the more 

widespread release of conversational and agent-like automation interfaces – e.g. as in recent developments in chat-based AI systems, may 

lead to noteworthy, possibly increased dangers of “not appropriately questioning outputs or actions” of such systems. Given the often 

sensitive and high-risk application areas, these issues are arguably particularly relevant in digital health, where both more tool-like 

systems, such as “traffic light status indicators” that simply present coarse data summaries, as well as more agent-like systems, e.g. in 

conversational decision support, could foster justification practices1 by conveniently or subversively inviting for the attribution of 

responsibility to the systems, at the peril of overlooking legal accountability for resulting outcomes and actions. This is the conceptual 

motivation and foundation of current work-in-progress to empirically investigate the assumptions underpinning this chain of arguments. 

The work to be discussed aims to provide foundational understandings and to investigate design patterns that can help address these issues. 
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Figure 1: Conceptual intuition on the hypothesized challenges of agent-like systems obscuring decision control. 

Figure 1 illustrates the foundational assumption – that is to be tested and which this position paper invites to discuss – of 

a relevant association between the level of automation2 (or agent-like appearance) a system exhibits and the resulting likely 

perceived locus of responsibility, as it may e.g. be attributed in medical decision support systems. 

 
* This is a preliminary workshop paper contribution to the CHI’23 workshop on Identifying Challenges and Opportunities for Intelligent Data-Driven Health 

Interfaces to Support Ongoing Care (IDDHI2023). This abstract is released under a Creative Commons Attribution International 4.0 License (CC-BY 4.0). 

1 The term justification practices is inspired through the PhD work of Kieran Cutting at Open Lab, Newcastle University as discussed in supervision talks. 
2 cf. Sheridan, T. B. (2001). Rumination on automation, 1998. Annual Reviews in Control, 25, 89–97. https://doi.org/10.1016/S1367-5788(01)00009-8 


